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Abstract
Cyber attacks from various sources are demanding its prevention 
in the new era of information security. Cyber forensic is a relatively 
new fields that is the collection, analysis and documentation of a 
Cyber attacks. It is becoming increasingly important as criminals 
aggressively expand the use of technology in their enterprise of 
illegal activities. An established forensic analyst mines the crucial 
evidence from susceptible locations to comprehend attacker’s 
intension. Digital evidences are collected from storage media 
and preserve it for further processing. The typical goal of an 
investigation is to collect evidence using generally acceptable 
methods in order to make the evidence is accepted and admitted 
on the court. Main focus of this paper is the complete investigation 
procedure of storage media. Our paper also explains emerging 
cyber crimes and its digital forensic investigation procedures using 
digital forensic tools and techniques. 
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I. Introduction
Different types of cyber attacks from various sources may adversely 
affect computers, software, a network, an agency’s operations, an 
industry, or the Internet itself. So the companies and products 
aim to take assistance of legal and computer Forensics. Digital 
forensics is the science of identifying, extracting, analyzing and 
presenting the digital evidence that has been stored in the digital 
devices. Digital information is fragile in that it can be easily 
modified, duplicated, restored or destroyed, etc. In the course 
of the investigation, the investigator should assure that digital 
evidence is not modified without proper authorization.Various 
digital tools and techniques are being used to achieve this. Forensic 
tools and techniques are integral part of criminal investigations 
used to investigating suspect systems, gathering and preserving 
evidence, reconstructing events, and assessing the current state 
of an event. This paper organized into two sections first section 
explains about the cyber attacks. Second section explains the 
investigation procedure of different cyber crimes including 
complete investigation of storage media. Any crime committed 
in the computer or cyber world starts from the basic investigation 
procedure of storage system. So, our paper helps an investigation 
become easier and faster.

II. Emerging Cyber Crimes
A cyber crime can be defined as Crime committed in the cyberspace 
or Crime committed with the assistance of the Internet. In 
cybercrime externally or internally computer takes the part of the 
attack .Cyber crime investigations are always difficult because the 
evidences are very critical ie the life of data are sometime within 
fraction of second. Evidences in the running memory, registers 
are available only some seconds. Digital Evidence [4], at present, 
the analysis of digital evidence must depend on the forensics tools 
such as Forensic Toolkit (FTK) of Encase, or WinHex. Most of 
them are commercial software and are too expensive for the small 
enterprises or individual. Digital evidence is stored in computer 
can play a major role in a wide range of crimes, including murder, 

rape, computer intrusions, espionage, and child pornography in 
proof of a fact about what did or did not happen.

A. Types of Cybercrimes
The crimes being committed in the cyberspace like Data theft, 
Internet fraud, business espionage, pornography, sexual assault, 
on-line child exploitation, cyber terrorism and more are on the 
rise. Following statistical data shows various attacks and their 
total percentage.

Table 1: Shows the Statistical Data about Different Types of 
Attacks Reported

Attack Reported cases

Data Theft 33%

Email abuse 22%

Unauthorized Access 19%

Data alteration 15%

Virus attacks 5%

DoS attacks 3%

Others 3%

1. Data Theft
Data is a precious asset in this modern age of Cyber world. Data is 
an important raw-material, for business organizations Call Centres 
and I.T. Companies. Data has also become an important tool and 
weapon for companies, to capture larger market shares. Due to 
the importance of Data, in this new age, its’ security has become 
a major issue in the I.T. industry. The piracy of Data, is a threat, 
faced by the I.T. players, who spend millions to compile or buy 
Data from the market. Their profits depend upon the security 
of the Data. Above statistics reveals 33% of cybercrime is data 
stealing. A case reported at Bangalore (9 Crore loss) some key 
employees of the company stolen source code and they launched 
a new product based on stolen source code and mailed into former 
clients. Social engineering techniques can also applying to do this 
attack. For example a beautiful lady meets young system admin 
and collected the username and password.

2. Email Abuse
Email abuse takes many forms, for example: unsolicited 
commercial email, unsolicited bulk email, mail bombs, email 
harassment, email containing abusive or offensive content. The 
format for submitting reports to the abuse department regarding 
abuse of email is always the same whatever the offence.

3. Unauthorized Access
Unauthorized access is when a person who does not have permission 
to connect to or use a system gains entry in a manner unintended 
by the system owner. The popular term is “hacking”. By hacking 
viewing private accounts, messages, files or resources when one 
has not been given permission from the owner to do so. Viewing 
confidential information without permission or qualifications can 
result in legal action.
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4. Data Alteration
By changing /modifying / deleting data causes major losses in the 
Cyber world. A crime reported in USA (Cyber murder), a patient 
file data altered by a criminal cause overdose of medicine and 
patient get killed.

5. Denial of Service (DoS)
A denial of service (DoS) attack is an incident in which a user or 
organization is deprived of the services of a resource they would 
normally expect to have. In a distributed denial-of-service, large 
numbers of compromised systems (sometimes called a bonnet) 
attack a single target. Dos causes

attempts to “flood” a network, thereby preventing legitimate • 
network traffic 
attempts to disrupt connections between two machines, • 
thereby preventing access to a service 
attempts to prevent a particular individual from accessing • 
a service 
attempts to disrupt service to a specific system or person • 

Impact of the DoS is Denial-of-service attacks can essentially 
disable your computer or your network. Depending on the nature 
of your enterprise, this can effectively disable your organization. 
Secondly some denial-of-service attacks can be executed with 
limited resources against a large, sophisticated site.

6. Malicious Codes
Viruses, worms and Trojans are the types of malicious code which 
enters into the system without permission of the user and deletes, 
modifies and captures the user files and data.

7. Child Pornography
Child pornography refers to images or and in some cases writings 
depicting sexually explicit activities involving as such, child 
pornography is a record of child sexual abuse.

B. Sources of Cyber Crimes
Cyber crimes such as network intrusion, hacking, virus distribution, 
denial of service attacks, hijacking (a computer or network), 
defacing Web sites, cyberstalking, and cyberterrorism are included 
in this category.
Basically the computer itself becomes the “target” as well as 
“Source” of the crime. That is “unauthorized access” to the targeted 
system. The transmission of a program, information, code, or 
command, and as a result of intentionally causes damage without 
authorization, to a protected computer. 

Program/ program source code • 
Disgruntled employees.• 
Teenagers.• 
Political Hacker.• 
Professional Hackers.• 
Business Rival.• 
Desperados • 
Terrorists• 

Credit card fraud and identity theft :
E- mails from spoofed IP address. The e-mail directs the user • 
to visit a Web site where he/she is asked to update personal  
information, such as passwords, credit card, social security, 
and bank account numbers that any legitimate organization 
already would have had. The Web site, however, is bogus 
and set up only to steal the user’s information. So Phishing, 
also referred to as brand spoofing or carding.

Duplicated websites. (E- commerce or E- Banking).• 

1. Child Pornography
Generally Technological progress and advancement is valued by 
society. However, it seems that every technological advance is 
quickly embraced by offenders for illegal purposes, particularly 
when applied to child pornography. For example:

Digital cameras or mobiles are affordable and carry no risk • 
to the owner of the fear of being discovered in external film 
development.
Computer usage of the children.• 
Everyone has access to vast amounts of child pornography • 
via the Internet.
Photographs and movies are easily organized, concealed, and • 
stored in a user’s collections.
Use of chat rooms, e-mail, and so forth, allows offenders to • 
reach out to like-minded individuals to validate their deviant 
behavior and activities.
Many children congregate on the Internet in social networks • 
giving offenders a large potential victim pool.

III. Digital Forensic Investigation
A computer forensic investigator follows certain stages and 
procedures when working on a case. First he identifies the crime, 
along with the computer and other tools used to commit the crime. 
Then he gathers evidence and builds a suitable chain of custody. 
The investigator must follow these procedures as thoroughly as 
possible. Once he recovers data, he must image, duplicate, and 
replicate it, and then analyze the duplicated evidence. After the 
evidence has been analyzed, the investigator must act as an expert 
witness and present the evidence in court. The investigator becomes 
the tool which law enforcement uses to track and prosecute cyber 
criminals. 
Forensic investigator follows all of these steps and that the process 
contains no misinformation that could ruin his reputation or the 
reputation of an organization.

Company personnel call the corporate lawyer for legal • 
advice.
The forensic investigator prepares a First Response of • 
Procedures (FRP).
The forensic investigator seizes the evidence at the crime • 
scene and transports it to the forensic lab.
The forensic investigator prepares bit-stream images of the • 
files and creates an MD5 # of the files.
The forensic investigator examines the evidence for proof of a • 
crime, and prepares an investigative report before concluding 
the investigation.
The forensic investigator hands the sensitive report information • 
to the client, who reviews it to see whether they want to press 
charges.

The entire investigation process can be divided into four 
phases. 
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Fig. 1: Shows Investigation Processes

A. Assess the Crime Scene
To conduct a computer investigation, you first need to obtain 
proper authorization. Then review the organization‘s policies and 
laws and build a team for the investigation. Conduct a thorough 
assessment of the crime scene. In this investigators prioritise the 
actions and justify the resources for the internal investigation.

B. Collection Phase
The first step in the forensic process is to identify potential sources 
of data and acquire forensic data from them. Major sources of 
data are desktops, storage media, Routers, Cell Phones, Digital 
Camera etc. A plan is developed to acquire data according to 
their importance, volatility and amount of effort to collect [2]. 
Evidence is most commonly found in files and Databases that 
are stored on hard drives and storage devices and media. If file 
deleted, recovering data from the deleted files and also collects 
evidence file deleted files.

C. Analysis Phase
Analyse the collecting data/files and finding out the actual 
evidence.

D. Report Phase
The audience will be able to understand the evidence data which 
has been acquired from the evidence collection and analysis 
phases. The report generation phase records the evidence data 
found out by each analysis component. Additionally, it records 
the time and provides hash values of the collected evidence for 
the chain-of-custody.

1. Evidence Collection from Storage Media

(i). Basic Steps in Storage Media Investigation
(a). Creation of image of compromised system
(b). For integrity perform Hash value calculation.
(c). Recover files and folders to a new location.
(d). Examine all files especially deleted files
(e). Collecting evidences from:

Free spaces, slack spaces and bad sectors • 
Application software file.• 
Digital camera, printer and auxillary devices.• 
E-mails, Games & Graphics images• 

Internet chat logs & Network activity logs• 
Recycle folders• 
System and file date / time objects• 
User-created directories, folders, and files• 
Latent data extraction from page, temp, and registry space.• 

(f). Copy evidences into text files.
(g). Searching for key-term strings.
(h). Scrutinize applications or indications of as file eradications, 
file encryption, file compressors or file hiding utilities.
(i). Preparing evidence summaries, exhibits, reports, and exp-
ert findings based on evidentiary extracts and investigative 
analysis.

2. Digital Forensic Tools

A. X way’s Forensics
It is an integrated computer forensic software, it helps the digital 
investigators in all the phases of investigation(identification, 
collection and analysis and reporting). 

B. WinHex Tool
WinHex is a universal hex editor, particularly helpful in computer 
forensics, data recovery, low-level data editing.
Main Functions of WinHex Tool:[10]

Disk cloning and imaging, • 
Hex View of File.• 
Mass hash calculation for files (CRC32, MD4, ed2k, MD5, • 
SHA-1, SHA-256, RipeMD, ...) 
Gathering slack space, free space, inter-partition space, and • 
generic text from drives and images 
File and directory catalog creation for all computer media • 
Concatenating and splitting files, unifying and dividing odd • 
and even bytes/words 
Analyzing and comparing files • 
Particularly flexible search and replace functions • 
Easy detection of and access to NTFS alternate data streams • 
(ADS) 
Lightning fast powerful physical and logical search capabilities • 
for many search terms at the same time 

Fig. 4: Shows the Screen Shot of WinHex Tool [10]
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Table. 2: Shows the List of Important Forensic Tools

No Name of the Software Website

1
X ways Forensics 16.3  
Integrated computer forensics 
software

www.X-ways.net.

2

WinHex 16.3 : Computer 
Forensics & Data Recovery 
software ,Hex Editor & Disk 
Editor 

www.X-ways.net.

3

Forensic Tool Kit - FTK is the 
industry-standard in computer 
forensics software used by 
government agencies and 
law enforcement for digital 
investigations.

http://accessdata.com/
products/computer-
forensics/ftk

4 Encase forensics V 7
http://www.
guidancesoftware.com.

5 S tools (Stegnography tool) : 
text files hiding inside images.

http://www.spychecker.
com/program/stools.
html.

6 Camouflage - hide your files 
inside a jpeg image!

http://
freesoftwareproject.
weebly.com/free-file-
camouflage.html.

7 Slueth Kit + Autopsy Browser 
– Forensic Tool Set

http://www.sleuthkit.
org.

8 Passware Kit: Password 
Cracking

http://www.
lostpassword.com/kit-
enterprise.htm.

9
History viewer (Show all 
browser as well as user 
activities)

http://www.
historyviewer.net/index.
html.

10 Child Key logger/ family Key 
logger – Storing key strokes

http://www.
familykeylogger.com/.

11

Stegnos privacy suite -2012 
provide secret safe. Deposit 
all your important documents, 
private photos and videos in 
Steganos Safe 2012 – out of 
reach for others and highly 
secure

http://www.steganos.
com.

12 Email Tracker pro – Email 
tracing and Spam filtering

http://www.
emailtrackerpro.com.

13 Wireshark  (Network protocol 
analyzer)

http://www.wireshark.
org/download.html.

3. Hidden Data Analysis in Storage Media
Suspects can hide their sensitive data in various areas of the file 
system such as Volume slack; file slack, bad clusters, deleted file 
spaces [8].

(i). Hard Disk
The maintenance track / Protected Area on ATA disks are used 
to hide information. The evidence collection tools can copy the 
above contents.

(ii). File System Tables
A file allocation table in FAT and Master File Table in NTFS are 
used to keep track of files. These entries are manipulated to hide 
vital and sensitive information [8].

Fig. 2: MFT Structure [8]

(iii). File Deletion
When a file is deleted, the record of the file is removed from the 
table, thereby making it appear that it does not exist anymore. 
The clusters used by the deleted file are marked as being free 
and can now be used to store other data. However, although the 
record is gone, the data may still reside in the clusters of the hard 
disk. That data we can recover by calculate starting and end of 
the file in Hex format and copy it into a text file and save with 
corresponding extension.

(iv). Recover a JPEG file
Open file in the hex format • 
Check the file signature• 
Copy From starting signature upto ending signature.• 

For example (JPEG/JPG/JPE/JFIF file starting signature is FF 
D8 FF E1 XX XX 45 78 69 66 00 (EXIF in ascii Exchangeable 
image file format trailer is FF D9).
Open the file with corresponding application.

(v). Partition Tables
Information about how partitions are set up on a machine is stored 
in a partition table, which is a part of the Master Boot Record 
(MBR). When the computer is booted, the partition table allows 
the computer to understand how the hard disk is organized and then 
passes this information to the operating system. When a partition 
is deleted, the entry in the partition table is removed, making the 
data inaccessible. However, even though the partition entry has 
been removed, the data still resides on the hard disk.

(vi). Slack Space
A file system may not use an entire partition. The space after 
the end of the volume called volume slack that can be used to 
hide data. The space between Partitions is also vulnerable for 
hiding data. file slack space is another hidden storage. When a 
file does not end on a sector boundary, operating systems prior 
to Windows 95 a fill the rest of the sector with data from RAM, 
giving it the name RAM slack. When a file is deleted, its entry 
in the file system is updated to indicate its deleted status and the 
clusters that were previously allocated to storing are unallocated 
and can be reused to store a new file. However, the data are left 
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on the disk and it is often possible to retrieve a file immediately 
after it has been deleted. The data will remain on the disk until a 
new file overwrites them however, if the new file does not take 
up the entire cluster, a portion of the old file might remain in the 
slack space. In this case, a portion of a file can be retrieved long 
after it has been deleted and partially overwritten.

Fig. 3: File Slack [8]

(vii). Free Space
However, when a file is moved from one hard disk or partition to 
another, it is actually a multistep process of copying and deleting 
the file. First, a new copy of the file is created on the target partition. 
After the file has been copied, the original file is then deleted. This 
process also requires some housekeeping in the FAT or MFT tables. 
A new entry is created in the table on the partition where it has 
been copied, whereas the record for the deleted file is removed 
from the table on its partition. When a file get deleted, that space 
considered as free space, there also criminal can hide sensitive 
information [16].

(viii). Faked Bad Clusters
Clusters marked as bad may be used to hide data. In NFTS, bad 
clusters are marked in metadata file called  $BadClus, which is 
in MFT entry 8. Originally, $BadClus is a sparse file which file 
size is set to the size of entire file system. When bad clusters are 
detected, they will be allocated to this file. The size of data that can 
be hidden with this technique is unlimited. Suspects can simply 
allocate more clusters [8-9].

4. Storage Media Investigation using WinHex Tool [10]
(i). Assesses the crime Scene
(ii). Evidence Collection

Select a Tool eg: WinHex[10]• 
Create image of the compromised system disk.• 
open WinHex• 
open particular drive (Tools →open disk)• 
Calculate Hash value of the drive/disk (Tools →compute • 
hash ) Store hash value in a text file.
Recover the necessary files and deleted files from the disk • 
image.(Specialist →Interpret as image)
Copied into a folder.• 
Start analysis of the content recovered files of files.• 
Image analysis ie hidden data inside an image can be analyse • 
using Stegnography tools (Stools),
Check Header and footer of application file. Copy header and • 
footer and paste into text pad.

Examples with WinHex [10]
Create an image of DISK using WinHex Tool [10]• 

Fig. 5: Screen Shot of  Creation of Disk Image and Save  the 
Image as Image File

(iii). Analyse the Disk image
Calculate Hash value of image (Tools→compute hash )• 
Compare the Hash value of original with image. If equal start • 
analysis else acquired data altered.
Recover the necessary files and deleted files from the disk • 
image.(Specialist →Interpret as image)
Copied into a folder.• 
Start analysis of the content recovered files of files.• 
Image analysis ie hidden data inside an image can be analyse • 
using Stegnography tools (Stools)
Check Header and footer of application file. Copy header and • 
footer and paste into text pad. Sometimes evidence should 
be present in Header and footers.

(iv). Conclude the investigation and Generate Report.

Recover Deleted file using WinHex.
Open Drive image• 
Make as file view mode• 
Recover the necessary files and deleted files from the disk • 
image.(Specialist →Interpret as image) 
Copied into a folder. • 
Start analysis of the content recovered files. Open drive image • 
– select file and right click

Fig. 6: Screen Shot of Recover/Copy Deleted File

5. Investigation Procedure of a Source Code Theft 
Assess the crime scene• 
Find which source code files are theft.• 
Calculate Hash value of the theft files and save it into text • 
file.
Find out who are involves in the project.• 
Investigate their USB’s and PC’s – Take an image of all drives • 
using Winhex tool.
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Investigate their Email accounts.- take an  image of Email • 
folders using Winhex  tool.
Analyse the drives – Open drive images in Winhex• 

                    (Tools →open disk)
Calculate Hash value of the drive/disk• 

                     (Tools →compute hash )
Store hash value in a text file.• 
Find out source codes are available in drives .• 
If deleted recover all deleted files using winHex (Right click • 
on the files folder and recover).
Again calculate the hash value of the recovered files.• 
If the hash value of the recovered source code files are equal. • 
Then commit the crime happened by the person who owned 
by the above files.
Sometimes source code can hide inside the image. • 
We can find out the hidden data using stenography tools  or • 
Dtsearch tools click the particular image in the winHex and 
check the content displaying window. If the content containing 
hidden text data then it will display directly.

6. Investigating Email Abuse
Email is an essential type of communication in the current fast 
world. It is most preferred form of communication. The ease, 
speed and relative secrecy of email has made it a powerful tool 
for criminals.
Following are the major email related Crimes

Email Spoofing.• 
Sending malicious codes through email.• 
Email bombing• 
Sending threatening emails.• 
Defamatory emails.• 
Email frauds.• 

Email investigation procedure.
Email investigation can be done with two methods that are Email 
tracking and Email tracing.
Email tracking tells us to Tracking down an IP address will give a 
general idea of what city, state and other geographical information 
pertains to the original sender. You can also determine what ISP 
a computer user is networked with through an IP address lookup 
tool. [Online] Available: http://www.ReadNotify.com is a online 
service for Email tracking. It tracks an email as to when it was 
read/re-opened/forwarded and much more. In cases where only 
an email ID is obtained as clue to track the sender of an email, 
services like ReadNotify.com can prove very helpful.
Email Tracing gives other information, such as how many times 
an email was sent to various servers and is an important method 
used for determining the original source of an email. By tracing an 
email you can determine the original sender’s IP address, therefore 
giving you a geographical location of the email sender.

Assess the crime scene• 
Take a copy of compromised email folder.• 
Analyse Email folder.• 

             open Email folders – inbox, outbox, sparm 
             open each mails and analyse Header of email.
             From header can identify IP address of source

Analyse Body message. • 
             Copy body message into a notepad (text file).
             It shows any hidden formatted messages.

Down load any attachments the particular email have• 
It contains any images, then check with Stegnography tools. All 
these analysis give the necessary evidence of the email crime.

7. A Child Pornography Investigation
Examining all graphics or video files from network traffic, • 
Examining all Web sites accessed.• 
Examining all Internet communications such as IRC, Instant • 
Messaging (IM), and e-mail.
A search for specific usernames and keywords to locate • 
additional data that may be relevant. 
Once most of the relevant data to the investigation have been • 
extracted from network traffic.
Extracted Data made readable, • 
They can be organized in ways that help an individual analyze • 
them
Gain an understanding of the crime. • 

Some time forensic evidence should be available in the network 
can be reconstruct and examine and conclude the result of the 
case.

IV.  Conclusion
Our main focus of this paper is to identify digital evidences from 
various parts of storage media. Evidence collection from hidden 
locations of windows file system will help the investigators to 
their trustful investigation.  
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